Israel/Iraq 23 June
The Israeli military intercepted a drone en route to Israel “from the eastern direction”; the same day, the Islamic Resistance in Iraq claimed a drone attack against a “vital site in Eilat”.

Tehran/Bahrain 23 June
Bahrain’s foreign minister met with his Iranian counterpart in Tehran, and according to a joint statement, they “agreed to establish the necessary mechanisms to start talks between the two countries to examine the resumption of political ties”.

Washington/Yemen 23 June
CENTCOM reported that “Iranian-backed Houthis struck the M/V TRANS WORLD NAVIGATOR, a Liberian-flagged, Greek-owned, and operated bulk cargo carrier in a suspected uncrewed aerial system (UAS) attack”. The attack, which CENTCOM noted was the fourth against the vessel, caused “minor injuries and moderate damage to the ship, but the vessel has continued underway”.

Washington/Yemen 22 June
CENTCOM announced that its forces “successfully destroyed three Iranian-backed Houthi uncrewed surface vessels (USV) in the Red Sea”. The same day, the “Houthis launched three anti-ship ballistic missiles (ASBM) from a Houthi controlled area of Yemen into the Gulf of Aden. There were no injuries or significant damage reported by U.S., coalition, or merchant vessels”. The statement added that “recent claims about a successful attack by Houthi forces on the aircraft carrier USS Dwight D. Eisenhower are categorically false”. 